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Abstract: The authors will give some definitions of the language of special purposes used in multinational business, and they will also describe some characteristics of this language on the morphological level and the level of word-formation.

The corpora they are using for this analysis is the corpora found in management reports of German multinational companies. Through this analysis, the authors trace the development of such a language and they observe specific models used in management reports. Results of such an analysis will give facts for further discussions about the future of languages for special purposes in the management of multinational companies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper tries to examine the role and future of languages for special purposes (LSP) from the aspect of global changes that are imposed by the modern world. The analysis is to be conducted on a small part of a rich corpora (for the most part manager reports), which has been gathered for the purpose of morphological, syntactic and semantic language analysis that is used in the management of more or less successful German corporations. In order to be able to examine this aspect, we need to be familiar with the definitions of LSP. Main ideas of this paper will be based
on definitions of LSP from the communicational aspect and the role that LSP have in the communication process. Since LSP include a specialized vocabulary (type depends on the narrow purpose), the process that any LSP, and of course language of management undergoes, needs to be taken into consideration. This is a process of standardization and terminologization. The most important part in the analysis of this paper is the analysis of loanwords in the management vocabulary. This analysis will illustrate how the language of management in German corporations tries to overcome constant changes and innovations that are for the most part introduced by the Anglo-Saxon cultural circle.

2. LANGUAGES FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES FROM THE ASPECT OF COMMUNICATION

Some linguists define LSP according to a very simple communication model. A communication model distinguishes following elements: producer and recipient of a written or oral content. The communication model works as following: the producer controls the production and reception of his text (content). Therefore is the reception of the text (content) an active process in which the recipient is allowed to process his text independently. Communication aided by LSP need not necessarily take place between two persons and be linear, but it can take place between more producers (groups of authors) or more recipients (groups of recipients, audience). Communication may develop in multiple directions at the same time, so that participants of the communication process change roles many times. Thus the producer becomes the recipient and vice versa. In this communication process, both the producer and the recipient have their own sign system, a background or fore knowledge of the subject of communication, and general knowledge of the scientific field which is the subject of communication. This language inventory, that both producer and recipient of the communication process have at their disposal is so called “cotext” and context.

2.1. Definitions of different LSP models

According to what has already been said, there are three different approaches to scientific research of LSP. The models have been defined throughout the years, so the first model, or the systematic linguistic inventory model was defined in the 1950s. It persisted until the 1970s, and has been applied to a large number of different variations. This model is primarily defined as a manifestation of a mutual sign system that both the producer and the recipient use. It presents the language for special purposes as a sign system that is exclusively used in particular professions. This model is based on the lexical inventory and syntactical rules of LSP. A well-known definition of LSP from the 1970s is based on this model: LSP is a sum of all linguistic ‘means’
that are applied in a specialized and narrow communication field in order to ensure mutual intelligibility among people working in that field.5

The second definition of the model is rooted in the 1980s. It refers to a pragmalinguistic contextual model which offers a revision of the systematic linguistic inventory model, and defines LSP as a sign system closely dependent on the structure of a specialized text, and its co(n)textual interdependency. Thus this model defines LSP as a contextual written and spoken communication, but only when closely bound to the LSP sign system. This model also provides a definition of a specialized text: A specialized text is an instrument and outcome of an acquired linguistic communication activity which is related to the specialized social and productive human field of activity. The text consists of a definite number of logically interpolated elements which are arranged into coherent sentences (germ.Texteme6) or sentence units according to semantic and syntactic rules. These coherent sentences or sentence units are similar to complex propositions and assumptions of elaborate linguistic signs which exist in the human mind, and correspond at the same time to the objective reality.”

This, at first sight completely realistic conception of language is generally approved and based on the assumption that the real world, independent of human thought consists of different objects and contents. Man assigns concepts, words and sentences that exactly correspond to these objects and contents. Such concepts, names, words and sentences are generally accepted and conventional at the same time.

With the knowledge and ideas gained from the systematic linguistic inventory model and the pragmalinguistic contextual model, the research of functional and psychological aspects of communication has came out from the research of LSP. This poses at the same time ground for the next model definition. The third model definition highlights the importance of the producer and the recipient. This model is called a cognitive linguistic functional model, and examines intellectual and emotional communicative predispositions of the producer and recipient. It analyzes psychological and intellectual abilities and willingness to communicate in the LSP.

Basic elements of research are motivation and intention of the producer and recipient, i.e. participants of a communication process which is based on LSP. According to the cognitive model the following definition was created in the 1990: Communication based on LSP is an act performed by the producer and recipient, which is internally or externally motivated or stimulated by particular systems of recognition and cognitive processes. This act is important for the differentiation between real professionals or entire communities, groups of experts, i.e. producers and recipients who communicate using LSP.8

---

5 compare Roelcke 1999, p.15-17
6 The expression “Textem” is an unprocessed language structure, in contrast to a text which is a processed language structure (according to Brockhaus Wahrig 1984).
7 see Hoffmann 1988, p.126.
8 see Hoffmann 1993, p.614
2.2. Languages for special purposes as a language variety

Within the linguistic framework a variety refers to a language system which is subordinated or regulated according to the standards of a ‘source’ language (German, English, Croatian or any other language system). The language variety is determined by its inner uniformity and some external differentiating features which exist outside that language system. So, the variety is different from other varieties of the same language system.10

When discussing inner uniformity or inner features of a language system, we refer to phonological, morphological, lexical and syntactic features or criteria. If subject of discourse is a realized language structure, or a text, than we are discussing semantic, grammatical or pragmatic criteria. However, external differentiating features refer to specific qualities which are conditioned by geographic position, social grouping, field of human activity or a historical period in which these specific qualities can be applied. According to the domination of these extra linguistic specific qualities, there are regional, social, functional and historical varieties.

If we define LSP as a variety, we need first of all to determine its ‘status’ within the linguistic concept of the same.11

An important question arises at this point: Can LSP be seen as a single or a multiple language system, i.e. can we talk about a single language for special purposes or about many languages for special purposes?12 Another important question is whether LSP can be defined and analyzed only in relation to the source language (German, English, Croatian), the variety of which this particular LSP is. In other words, LSP within the German language system can be analyzed for example only as being part of the German and not of the Croatian or English language system. Or can the LSP be analyzed as such not regarding the German, English or Croatian language system; i.e. can LSP be analyzed and defined in all languages in the same way? Answer to these questions can be given using the example of German. The German language system consists of a number of LSP (according to a large number of fields of human activity). Therefore there are also different communication fields in different LSP which at the same time display a series of similar and identical inner system features with other LSP from different source language systems (e.g. English, Italian, Spanish, and other language systems). Therefore the concept of LSP as a variety has become a necessity.

2.2.1. Functional and social predispositions of LSP as a variety

LSP is usually seen as a functional variety. This means that factors for determining a function that this LSP performs, influence the definition of the LSP

---

9 The word ‘source’ is used for a completely standardized language system.
10 The word “variety” is used in the text as an equivalent of the word 'language variety', which is defined according to the Croatian Encyclopaedic Dictionary as one of the phenomena of a linguistically same language (HER 2002:1410).
11 compare Ammon 1998, Roelcke 1999, p.18
12 see Roelcke 1999, p.18-19
itself. However, we must not neglect the fact that the emergence and development of
LSP has been mostly determined by regional, social and historical conditions. For
example, historical reality and facts have created conditions for the development of
LSP in the field of technology, along with the development and innovations caused by
the Industrial Revolution. Another example is a regionally conditioned development of
LSP in the field of maritime affairs and shipping industry (which have developed
because of the vicinity of sea, river, lake and other waters). The third example for
socially conditioned development of LSP is the field of architecture which comprises
words such as cottages, pile dwellings and in recent history, skyscrapers. These social
conditions which cause the emergence and development of LSP support the argument
that LSP is most of all a social variety. Therefore the words 'language of the group or
'grouping' serve as a characterization of LSP. Along with a linguistic conception of a
variety, for already mentioned reasons, other conceptions of LSP have been created, too.

2.3. Language for special purposes as a sublanguage

One of these conceptions is a referential determination of LSP which analyzes
LSP as a sublanguage. Sublanguage is defined as a language system within the source
language system which enables communication in a specialized field of human activity.
The referential determination of LSP is supposed to depend on the functional definition
of LSP.

2.4. Language for special purposes as a register

Another concept of LSP is a stylistic definition which sees LSP as a stylistic,
functional or different language register. Therefore LSP is seen as a sum of stylistic
elements which refer to particular communicational functions of LSP. Thus they
represent a situational linguistic standard for the specialized field. However, this
standard is subordinated to the field of human activity for which it was intended, which
leads us back to the conclusion that such a stylistic definition is subordinated to the
functional one.

3. STANDARDIZATION AND TERMINOLOGIZATION OF
LANGUAGES FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES

LSP is a system of linguistic means which exercises a certain conventionality
in relation to the general language. It can also be said that rules and regulations
underlying LSP need not always correspond to the semantic, syntactic or pragmatic
rules of the general language. LSP is allowed a particular singularity regarding the
regulation of rules within the language system. Therefore it is generally believed that
principles of arbitrariness and conventionality can be analyzed within LSP. This
language system uses arbitrariness and a need for conventionality of linguistic means

13 The word 'sublanguage' is used for a substandard of a standard language system in which it exists, and it is
a translation of the German word 'Subsprache' (see Roelcke 1999, p. 19).
and contents, in order to be able to thoroughly perform its function in a particular field. Description and prescription play an important role in the realization of such functions. The prescriptive method introduces innovations into the specialized vocabulary, and in that case we can talk about standardization of a specialized text.

Standardization of specialized vocabulary is a global phenomenon, which is a result of differentiation of each particular field of science and its specialized language. The need for standardization is so great that standardization in scientific and technical fields has become strictly institutionalized, i.e. institutes are established that are responsible for standardization of specialized and scientific fields, and therefore for standardization of language. Such institutions are: das Deutsche Institut für Normung (DIN) or the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Standardization that is supervised by these institutions is usually restricted only to the lexical level. Norms are further analyzed in the process, and discussed independently of linguistic circles of scientists working at universities. Not taking into account the expertise of linguists results in a number of problems and undefined situations.14

Prescriptive standardization of the specialized vocabulary is usually defined as terminologization. Terminologization is a scientific discipline which performs the function of describing or standardizing one or more specialized vocabularies within one or more LSP (in such cases the comparative or contrastive analysis is used). Gerhard Budin gives the following definition of terminology: “...geordnete Menge von Begriffen eines Fachgebietes mit den ihnen zugeordneten Begriffszeichen”.15 The word concept or notion (German 'Begriff') is the key word for defining the concept of terminology as well as terminology as a scientific discipline. It is defined by Budin as: “...Denkeinheit die einem abstrakten Gegenstand zugeordnet ist und diesen im Denken vertritt...”.16 This definition is based on the traditional conceptual logic which has been studied by Eugen Wüstes. So, main idea of this definition is that a 'concept' is a cognitive realization of objects and phenomena which are part of the extra linguistic reality and which exist independently of words in particular languages or language in general. This means that a concept as such is approved or defined independently of the language in which it exists. It establishes a relation to other phenomena which are described by other concepts. Such a system can only be studied according to the principles of terminologization of one or more languages (which has already been mentioned when referring to the contrastive method). Concepts are realized only after they find their place and relationship to other elements in the sign system (i.e. when they find their equivalents in the sign system). Only then can a concept become a means of communication of a particular LSP, and part of the terminology of particular specialized and scientific fields.

The process of terminologization and standardization unfolds in ideal conditions in such a way that postulates of international research in a particular specialized and scientific field become standards of the same (according to criteria of institutions for standardization, e.g. ISO and DIN). As a parallel process there is

14 compare Roelcke 1999, p.104
16 Budin 1996, p.1-10
terminologization of such standards within the same field. Whenever the standard is realized, there is a danger that communication within LSP does not unfold as automatically as it should. Therefore the next step is to define specialized and linguistic fundamental elements for the prescription of specialized vocabulary, and this is a task to be performed by ISO. Terminologization within a specialized field of a single language is conducted with the help of the development of more or less connected terminological systems for a particular specialized and scientific field. Institutions such as DIN or ON (Österreichisches Normungsinstitut) harmonize or coordinate terminological systems of particular languages in their countries (Germany and Austria), and such harmonized terminological systems are then subjected to revision which is carried out by international institutions for standardization.

In Germany the standardization of LSP is performed by DIN and VDE (Verband deutscher Elektrotechniker). These institutions are not national organizations, but they registered and function like associations. At the international level, standardization of LSP is performed by ISO. This organization was established in 1946 as a successor of ISA (International Federation of the Standardizing Associations) which was founded in 1926. ISO performs among other things also the standardization of language. Its main function is the international coordination of national standards of particular countries, as well as the development of international standards for the promotion and simplification of scientific, technical and economical processes. Seat of the organization is in Geneva and the organization enjoys a status of an association according to regulations of Swiss civil law.

Standardization that this organization performs is conducted at six levels: Proposal Stage, Preparatory Stage, Committee Stage, Enquiry Stage, Approval Stage and Publication Stage.

Publication and approval of particular standards is at best done every five years. Other international organizations for standardization are: IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission), IUPAC (International Union for Pure and Applied Chemistry), WHO (World Health Organization), and others.


17 compare Roelcke 1999, p.113
18 DIN 820, part 1, 1994
This definition is essential for the determination of standards according to the DIN 2342 regulation: "Festlegen von Terminologie und Grundsätzen für das Erarbeiten, Bearbeiten, Verarbeiten und Darstellen von Terminologie durch autorisierte und dafür fachlich, sprachlich und methodisch qualifizierte Gremien mit dem Ziel, terminologische Normen zu schaffen." These standards as such are not completely approved because they do not regard certain linguistic aspects of the systematic linguistic inventory model. New standardization regulations are later directed to following linguistic aspects: aspects of objects, phenomena and language, aspect of the level of determining concepts, aspect of the level of describing objects and phenomena, as well as the aspect of processing and presentation of dictionaries. Such a standard is also DIN 2330 which is based on linguistic aspects, and involves following regulations: regulation on object, phenomenon and concept (notion), content of the concept and range of its usage, as well as the regulation on applicable signs and sign systems (thus we are referring to natural and artificial languages, designation or conceptual definition and names). This norm also explicates relationships between concepts, with special regard to the nature of relationship and the great variety when attributing certain concepts to certain phenomena (this is called determination, conjunction, disjunction, integration). Features of particular concepts are also distinguished and categorized as such. Next step of standardization (DIN 2338 in this case) is to define the concept according to the aspect of semiotics. This means that the sign, its usage and meaning are very important in this process. In order words, we are talking about the body or shape of a sign, its meaning and function, and the sign system to which this sign belongs.

One of the tasks of the German institute for standardization is the creation and harmonization of international dictionaries that comprise different human fields of activity and different languages (DIN 2332). The specialized dictionary is defined as a "...geordnete Sammlung von Benennungen der Begriffe eines Fachgebietes..." A unit or a single concept found in a specialized dictionary is defined as "... kleinste selbständige Einheit in einem Fachwörterbuch, d.h. die Darstellung einer eindeutigen Zuordnung zwischen Begriff und Benennung..." The words 'Begriff' and 'Benennung' may be translated as 'concept' and 'name', and analyzed from the aspect of source language, i.e. the language in which definitions of concepts are created. These words may also be analyzed from the aspect of target language, i.e. the language in which equivalents are found as well as other information related to that concept (in bilingual or multilingual dictionaries).

In that process we can observe which importance a particular specialized concept is given, as a metalinguistic definition of the meaning of first level concept, i.e. source language level. In contrast to that, the importance of the meaning of second level concept is analyzed, i.e. the metalinguistic definition at target language level.

---

19 DIN 3242, part 2, 1992
20 compare Roelcke, 1999, p. 116
21 DIN 2333, 1997
22 ibid
23 compare Roelcke 1999, p. 199
At this point, it is important to mention some general terminology standards according to ISO. These are the ISO standard 1087 which defines concepts connected to language and reality, and the ISO standard 704 which defines linguistic theoretical regulations of international terminologization, and inspects concepts as well as their relation to objects and phenomena, and their features (concepts, objects, characteristics, intension, extension, etc.). Such concepts are bilingual; they exist in French and English.

4. LOANWORDS IN VOCABULARY AS INDICATORS OF CHANGE

The language of management progresses every day and follows world trends. Therefore the vocabulary of management is constantly enriched and expanded. Equivalent expressions are not always found for particular phenomena in language of management in German; therefore this language borrows or integrates foreign words into its vocabulary. This phenomenon is significant for the future and general approval as well as the definition of language of management. The following question arises: To which degree is one LSP able to integrate and adapt a large number of loanwords without suffering consequences of 'Anglization' or 'Americanization' of an entire specialized vocabulary?

Hoffmann lists five methods for the expansion of specialized vocabulary. These are borrowing (Entlehnung) from other languages (the language of management borrows from the most part words from English), loan translation (Lehnübersetzung), metaphorical use of words from general or specialized vocabulary (der metaphorische Gebrauch), metonymy (die Metonymie), extension or intension (definitorische Erweiterung oder Einengung), different methods of word formation (Methoden der Wortbildung), and what Hoffmann calls "die schöpferische Definition." Foreign words that are used in our everyday conversation are called loanwords. Such words are not entirely linguistically adapted, and their spelling is not adapted too.

Loanwords are only partly substituted in the receptor language (unlike calques). Loanwords are words which are only partly adapted in the receptor language, because they retain some linguistic features of the language they were borrowed from, and are at the same time more or less integrated into the receptor language. Most loanwords that are found in the German language of management come from English. However there are also loanwords taken over from some other languages. Reason for this is the development of management science, for all trends referring to management, organization and function of companies, associations, movements or other institutions came from the United States. How loanwords enter the language of management is simple to explain. Whenever there is a lexical gap in the management language, the missing word is found in some other language (usually American English); it is borrowed and used in German. Before the element was borrowed, it had all morphological and phonological features of the language it belonged to (donor language). The receptor language keeps associations, (such elements are then called loanwords) or these features are adapted to the language system of the receptor language (such elements are called calques).

---

24 Hoffmann 1985, p. 154-8
25 compare Babic 1994, p. 65
26 compare Filipovic 1986, p.49
When talking about spoken language, the borrowed element is called a model, if pronounced exactly the same as in source language; and if pronounced according to phonological rules of receptor language, then it is called a replica (reproduction)\(^2\). In management language such replicas were taken over from English, so they are called Anglicism\(^2\). Whenever a model is adapted and becomes a replica, there are variants as regards its spelling and pronunciation. 1. the original (English) spelling may be retained, e.g. know-how or Value-at-Risk; 2. the word can be spelled the way it sounds in English; 3. sometimes there are also examples of a mixed type in which only part of the word has retained the original spelling, e.g. Risk-Modell or Crash-Situation. In the Preface to the Dictionary of Foreign Words, Anic claims that: "English influences the integrity of each European and non-European language. In some parts of the international public life English has the same position that Latin used to have once. English vocabulary is expanding due to sophisticated knowledge of technology and scientific disciplines. The nontraditional life style and the process of globalization in new artistic, cultural and sub cultural creations is another reason for the expansion of English. English offers its vocabulary to other languages. This vocabulary need not always be literally English, but a selection of international words from English, and their meaning...". Anic furthermore explains: "From the sociological point of view, Anglicism was adopted after the Second World War. It is primarily the vocabulary of informed citizens."\(^3\)

In his analysis of Anglicism in the magazine Spiegel, Yang distinguishes three different types of Anglicism:


3. *Quoted words, personal names, etc.*: "Die Anglizismen in dieser Gruppe werden nur in einer bestimmten Situation oder in Zusammenhang mit Amerika, England, Kanada oder anderen englischsprachigen Ländern gebraucht. Beispiele hierfür sind Boat People, High School, Highway, Western usw."\(^3\)

\(^{27}\) Compare Filipovic, 1986, p.38

\(^{28}\) Anglicism refers to all words that are part of English culture and civilization, and designate an object, idea or phenomenon. Such a word need not necessarily be of English origin.

\(^{29}\) Anic/Goldstein 2002, p.10

\(^{30}\) Yang, Wenliang, Anglizismen im Deutschen. Niemeyer, Tübingen, 1990, p. 9
When talking about Anglicism in the context of word formation, Moser says: "Bei der Bildung des Substantivs wirken zwei entgegengesetzte Tendenzen: die zur Synthese und eine andere zur Verkürzung". Anglicism is often found in the form of simple words (e.g. Team, Club, Test, etc.). Such words tend to form compounds in German. Reason for that is an attempt at detailed expression and communication.

Yang distinguishes two sub groups of compounds (Anglicism):

1. Compounds consisting for the most part of English elements, such as Airbus, Airport, Callgirl, etc.
2. Mixed compounds (hybrid forms), which are composed of English, German or other foreign elements and are compounded according to German word formation rules. According to Yang, this type is the commonest type of compounds. Yang distinguishes here following categories:
   a) Compounds with German element as the basic compound and English element as the modifier, as in Apartment-Haus, Babypuder, etc.
   b) Compounds with English element as the basic compound and German element as the modifier, as in Krisenmanagement, Kuhbaby, etc.
   c) Phrasal compounds, as in Moment-mal-bitte-ich-muß-mal-nachsehen-Story, etc.

Classification and analysis of Anglicism and loanwords in this paper in general is based on Duden 5, Fremdwörterbuch and Duden 7, Herkunftswörterbuch, as well as the Oxford Dictionary of European Anglicism, and on the classification undertaken by authors who were already mentioned in this paper.

Corpora analysis of the language of management does not make a distinction between loanwords and calques. This paper also tries to analyze other loanwords, besides Anglicism. Corpora situation is the following (analysis of 300 corpora examples):

**Anglicism with exclusively English elements:**

**Anglicism – mixed compounds:**

---

33 Yang, 1990, p. 38
Words of Latin origin have also been listed, no matter how they entered German (not bearing in mind the possibility of a mediator language). A list of pure and mixed Latinism (words of Latin origin which are part of a compound that consists also of other words of non-Latin origin) is presented. So, here are some examples of Latinism from the same corpora examples listed above: Adjustierung, Aggregation, Aktiva, Allokation, Approximativ, Audit, Defizit, ex post, ex ante, Fazit, Korrelationen, kumuliert, Multiplikator, multiplizieren, operativ, qualitative, Quantil, Rendit, quantitative.

Latinism of a mixed type:
Adjustierungsfaktor, Entscheidungsgremium, Indexarbitrage, Kennziffer, Risikoquantifizierung, Risikoadäquanz, Mindestinformationsfrequenz, Risikotransparenz.

Graecism:

Graecism of a mixed type:
Marktphase, Paradigmenwechsel.

Italicism:
Bilanz, skizzieren, Szenarien.

Italicism of a mixed type:
Bagatellinformationen, Bilanzwirkende

Gallicism:
Branche, Portefeuilles

Gallicism of a mixed type:
Finanzdebakel, Gesamtporfolio, Handelsportfolio, Portfoliomaß, Konfidenzniveau, Optionsportefeuilles, Portfoliosensitivität, Portfoliostruktur, Portfoliowert, Teilportfolio.

As was expected, the dominance of Anglicism is obvious, for the reason of great influence of management science, and innovations coming from the USA, and the overall globalization of this scientific field. A relatively large number of "pure" Latinism (19) can be accounted for by historical events, and the origin of European languages, whereas there were 8 Latinism of a mixed type. The same goes for "pure" Graecism (10) and Graecism of a mixed type (2), while there are only few "pure" Italicism (3), and a few Italicism of a mixed type (2). A small number of pure Gallicism (2) contrasted to a larger number of mixed Gallicism (10) isn't surprising, although one might expect a larger overall number of Gallicism in German because of language contact between the two countries, and the geographical position.
5. CONCLUSION

Language for special purposes (language of management) is a sum of linguistic means that are used in the field of communication, restricted by a particular specialized field (management), in order to ensure successful communication among people working in a particular field of human activity (managers). In the communication process aided by LSP, an important role is performed by the chosen communication model and the relationship between the producer and recipient.

Analysis of loanwords shows a dominance of Anglicism. Reason for this is the great influence of management science, as well as innovations introduced by the USA, and the overall globalization of this scientific field.

In the analysis of 200 corpora examples, 46 Anglicism have been found with purely English elements and 30 Anglicism which can be classified as mixed compounds. A relatively large number of pure Latinism has been also found (19), which can be accounted for by historical events, and the origin of European languages, whereas there were 8 Latinisms of a mixed type. 10 pure Graecism and 10 Gallicisms of a mixed type were also found. Number of loanwords from other languages is relatively modest. Therefore we can talk about a significant number of integrated Anglicism which strongly influence the entire lexicon of the language of management.

The future of management LSP of German corporations can be predicted in two ways:

1. LSP that managers use will lexically more and more abound in Anglicism and Americanism, while a large number of loanwords will retain their original form and integrate into morphological and syntactic structures of German LSP. A management deng-slang will develop, which will be granted the status of a special variety within the specialized language of economy, and

2. The language of management will adapt loanwords and adjust them to the German phonological, morphological and syntactic language system. Therefore the number of adjusted neologisms will increase, and the language of management will in short periods of time initiate the process of elimination of “archaic” lexical and semantic phenomena.
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